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Critical Care and Circadian Rhythm
Circadian rhythms are autonomous, self-sustained, approximately 
24 h oscillations in biological processes (e.g. daily fluctuation of 
core body temperature, serum melatonin, or cortisol) entrained 
to environmental cues, the most important being light. 

It is well recognised that the critical care environment is disruptive 
to maintenance of circadian rhythm and sleep-wake cycle. The 
normal rhythmic 24 h profiles of physiological parameters are 
altered in critical care patients [1-5]. This is especially seen in 
septic patients [6-8]. Mechanical ventilation, sedation, severity 
of illness and the ICU environment (noise) may all cause circadian 
disruption. However, it is now clear that light is the most powerful 
environmental influence on the circadian clock [9] (Figure 1).

Sleep Deprivation on ICU
As many as 61% of patients on critical care report sleep 
deprivation, placing it among the most common stressors 
experienced during critical illness [10]. Sleep deprivation and 
the inability to sleep are described by survivors as major sources 
of anxiety and stress during stays in the ICU [10-14]. Impaired 
circadian rhythm of melatonin secretion has been reported in 
sedated and mechanically ventilated patients in ICU [15]. It has 
been suggested that a reduction of plasma melatonin levels 
associated with the loss of circadian rhythms in critically ill 
patients receiving mechanical ventilation may contribute to sleep 
deprivation [15-19]. In addition to causing emotional distress, 
sleep deprivation in the critically ill has been hypothesised to 
contribute to critical care delirium, neurocognitive dysfunction, 
prolongation of mechanical ventilation and decreased immune 
function [20]. Polysomnography studies in both ventilated and 
non-ventilated critical care patients demonstrate that sleep 
disturbance is characterised by severe fragmentation and 
frequent arousals and awakenings. Critical care patient’s sleep 
traverses the day-night interface, with approximately half or 
total sleep time occurring in the daytime [20,21].

Light and Circadian Rhythm
Light is the most important ‘resetter’ of the circadian clock. 
Circadian rhythms are generated in a ‘central’ clock in the 
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the mammalian brain. Light 
enters through the retina of the eye and stimulates the SCN 
through a non-visual pathway. Through this pathway light signals 

entrain the central circadian clock which in turn provides a source 
of timing information to the rest of the body. 

Disrupted Light Exposure on ICU
There is disruption of the usual day/night pattern of light exposure 
when a patient is cared for on ICU. Patients are exposed to 24 h 
nursing care with un-naturally low light levels during the day and 
constant light interruptions through the night [22].

There is abundant evidence that disrupted light exposure can 
have adverse health effects. Several lines of research, ranging 
from human epidemiology to laboratory studies using animal 
models, indicate that disruption of a regular 24 h light-dark cycle 
increases morbidity and mortality [23-28]. 

Approximately 15-20% of workers in Europe and the United 
States participate in shift work [25]. Night shifts involve being in 
the presence of artificial light at night. This disturbance in the 
‘natural’ daily light/dark cycle is responsible for an impaired 
circadian oscillator [29]. Epidemiological studies of shift-workers 
have demonstrated increased risks of breast, prostate, colorectal 
and endometrial cancers [30-33]. 

Jet Lag Disorder is generated by rapid travel across multiple time 
zones, a change too drastic to allow the circadian system to adapt 
smoothly. The most common jet lag symptoms include sleep 
impairment, rhythm desynchronisation, anxiety and depressed 
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mood, gastrointestinal and cardiovascular complaints, dizziness 
and menstrual irregularity in women [34].

There is 50% mortality in rats recovering from sepsis if they are 
kept in constant dark or constant light conditions compared to 
rats exposed to day and night conditions (5-10% mortality) [35]. 
Indicating the importance of maintaining day: night light patterns 
during the treatment of septic patients.

Could Light Therapy Improve Clinical 
Outcome on ICU?
The human retina contains a specialised photoreceptor distinct 
from the rods and cones and tasked with measuring ambient 
light levels. The information produced by this photoreceptor is 
sent directly to the hypothalamus, a part of the brain responsible 
for setting behavioural and physiological state. Via this route 
light influences many aspects of human biology including setting 
circadian clocks and inhibiting sleep [35]. The light environment 
of the ICU is highly un-natural. Light levels are generally subdued 
in the day compared to daylight and much higher through the 
night than most people would choose when at home [22]. Based 
upon experiments in animals we would expect this lack of a clear 
light: dark cycle to reduce the amplitude of circadian rhythms 
and, via this and direct effects of light at night, to impair sleep. 

Fortunately, it is relatively straightforward to restore a more 
normal pattern of light exposure to patients in ICU. Through 
the evening and into the night eye masks can be worn to shield 
subjects from the lighting required to safely navigate the unit and 
to undertake clinical examinations. Similarly, a number of simple 
practical steps (upgrade room or bed lighting, orient patients 
towards windows, employ existing task lighting) could be used 
to reproduce a more normal daytime level of light exposure. The 
therapeutic administration of morning bright light has been used 
for decades in psychiatry to treat seasonal affective disorder 
[36]. Evidence from neonates suggests that cycled light improves 
sleep, alertness during the day, overall well-being and shortens 
time until discharge [37]. Furthermore, studies have reported 
reduced mortality in patients with myocardial infarction and 
less delirium and post-operative pain in critically ill surgical 
patients after exposure to bright natural light or windows 
[38,39]. A longitudinal study in critical care implementing non-
pharmacological environmental changes designed to reduce 
disturbing patients during the night (noise and light reduction by 
use of blackout masks) demonstrated an impressive reduction in 
delirium and an improvement in sleep [40]. However, a recent 
clinical trial of continuous bright light therapy during the daytime 
in ICU (maximum light intensity 700 lux) concluded that there was 
no improvement in clinical outcome [41]. However, the maximal 

 

Figure 1  Light is the most important entrainer of circadian rhythm. In health, a large number of biological processes 
are under circadian control, leading to optimal sleep patterns, rapid healing and recovery and clear thinking. In the 
ICU environment many environmental cues are lost (the most important being day/night light changes) and this 
may result in disrupted circadian rhythms, leading to fragmented sleep patterns, delayed healing and recovery and 
delirium.
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light intensity they achieved for the intervention was 700 lux 
(substantially below daylight levels) which may not have been a 
sufficiently large increase to observe an effect. For bright light 
therapy to be effective in entraining circadian rhythm, it does not 
need to be continuous; in fact, exposure to three consecutive 
bright light ‘pulses’ for just 15 min can be more effective than 
continuous bright light [42]. This may also be more practical for 
use on ICU. Interestingly, despite the fact that many patients on 
ICU have their eyes closed, it is well recognised that bright light 
can entrain circadian rhythm through non-visual pathways via 
the retina [9]. Bright light at night can shift the phase of circadian 
rhythms and reduce their amplitude [43]. Such high-intensity light 
interruptions are necessary for the 24 h care given to critically 
ill patients; however, wearing a black out mask overnight might 
minimise this potential disruption to circadian rhythm [44,45].

Future Studies
We do not know what impact the loss of light cues has on disrupting 
circadian rhythm per se, compared to other environmental 
influences. Noise from monitors, drug-effects, mechanical 

ventilation, overnight naso-gastric feeding etc. mean that other 
circadian cues are also lost. However, given that light is the most 
powerful ‘resetter’ of the circadian clock, one would predict that 
it has a significant impact. It remains unclear if the circadian 
rhythm alterations observed in critically ill patients represent a 
compensatory response or whether they are in and of themselves 
pathologic. Prospective trials are needed to determine whether 
restoring sleep/circadian rhythms can influence clinical outcome 
or quality of life. With no clear guidelines as to what daytime light 
levels should be on ICU, a definitive clinical trial of bright light 
therapy (>1000 lux) during the day and black out masks at night 
is required to determine if there is a positive clinical outcome 
and also if circadian rhythms are re-established. Thus, the critical 
care community, itself subjected to frequent sleep disruption, 
has a unique opportunity to further explore the evolving field of 
chronobiology and therapeutics.
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